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CHINA AS AN EPICENTER OF WORLD LABOR UNREST

CHAPTER NINE

tide of labor unrest in China. According to official Chinese government figures,
mass protest increased from ten thousand incidents involving 730,000 protestors in

China as an Emerging Epicenter
of World Labor Unrest

1993 to sixty thousand incidents involving more than three million protestors in
2003. Moreover, the number of cases brought by workers before the official labor arbitration committees increased steadily from seventy-eight thousand per year in
1994 to more than eight hundred thousand per year in 2003 (White 2007). 1
The vast majority of the mass labor protests in the second half of the 1990s were
carried out by workers being laid off from state-owned enterprises. In 1994, an en-
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terprise restructuring law was passed, allowing state-owned enterprises to carry out
mass layoffs as part of an effort to bring production processes in line with international competition. This constituted an attack on established ways of life and
livelihood of the urban working class that had been created during the Mao years.
The smashing of the "iron rice bowl" livelihood guarantees precipitated a wave
of factory occupations and street protests in "China's rustbelt" (Lee 2007). To put

A common theme in the literature on globalization has been that the fast growth

it differently, these were protests by workers on the "destructive" end of the

of manufacturing in China has sounded the death knell for workers' capacity for

Schumpeterian process of "creative destruction," engaged in what we might call

collective resistance in both the Global North and Global South. With the mo-

Polanyi-type protests as the foundations of their class and their communities were

bilization of China's vast reserves of cheap and disciplined labor, it is argued that a
"race to the bottom" has been unleashed, producing an endless downward spiral in

being "unmade" (Silver 2003).

workers' power and welfare.
Notwithstanding its popularity in the literature, the thesis that capital mobility

young migrant factory workers drawn to the coastal areas from the countryside.
These migrant workers were generally thought to be part of an inexhaustible supply

produces a straightforward race to the bottom is suspect on theoretical-empirical

of cheap labor waiting to be tapped in China's rural areas. As such, most observers

grounds. Rather, the historical pattern is one in which capital does indeed recur-

predicted that it would be a long time (if ever) before they would be seen openly

rently relocate geographically in search of cheaper or more docile labor but ends

protesting their wages and working conditions. When an "unprecedented series of

up creating new working classes and new rounds oflabor-capital conflict in each fa-

[strikes J and walkouts" hit factories in China's booming Pearl River Delta in 2004,

vored site of production. Whether we look at the history of the diffusion of mass pro-

it not only "jolted foreign and Chinese factory owners" (Cody 2004), it also constituted a direct challenge to the dominant race-to-the bottom narrative. Indeed, the

duction in textiles globally in tl1e late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries from
its origins in the UK (Silver 2003: ch. 3) or the diffusion of mass production of automobiles in the second half of the twentieth century from its origins in the United

In the second half of the 1990s, there were few signs of open protest by the

movement of capital into China has created a new and increasingly militant working class-the outcome of the "creative" side of the process of creative destruction.
While many observers have discounted the mounting labor unrest in China as

States (Silver 2003: ch. 2), a recurrent pattern is visible. To put it in a phrase: contrary to the race-to-the-bottom tl1esis, our counterthesis is that where capital goes,

localized, apolitical, "cellular" activism (Lee 2007 ), we argue that it is a mistake

labor-capital confiict shortly follows.

to underestimate the potential impact of these types of struggles. Indeed, the key
theoretical insight of Frances Piven and Richard Cloward in Poor Peoples' Move-

WHERE CAPITAL GOES, CONFLICT FOLLOWS

ments was precisely that many of the gains made by such movements do not come
from the establishment of formal organizations oriented toward the capture of

The contemporary Chinese case, we argue, provides empirical evidence in support

state power. Instead, they are a result of concessions wrung from the powerful in

of this countertl1esis. The mass movement of capital into China and tl1e deepening

response to widespread, intense, "spontaneous" disruptions from below, in re-

commodification of labor since the mid-199os have been accompanied by a rising

sponse to the threat of "ungovernability."
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China. For example, during the past i50 years, capital has responded to labor unrest by geographically relocating production in search of cheaper or more docile
labor ("spatial fixes") and by introducing technological/organizational changes in
the process of production ("technological fixes"; Silver 2003: chs. 2-3). While
these general theoretical insights provide critical analytical tools for understanding contemporary global dynamics, it is also clear that no mechanical application
of general theory will suffice. Rather, in this section we must ground (specify) the
theory historically/geographically in order to better grasp the current tendencies
of global capitalism.
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reasons to think that mass capital flight from China is not in the cards. As has
been argued elsewhere (see, for example, Arrighi 200T ch. 11), investment in
China is only partly motivated by cheap labor. Rather, economies of agglomeration provided by planned industrial districts and networks, a healthy and educated
workforce (in large part the legacy of Mao-era investments in public health and
mass literacy), a well-developed transportation and logistics infrastructure, and
the size of the internal market are all strong motivations that would remain even
iflabor costs were to rise substantially. Indeed, if workers' wages rise in China, the
size of the market will also increase, making market-oriented investment in
China even more attractive.

Spatial Fix
There is widespread anecdotal evidence that factory owners in labor-intensive
manufacturing are seeking lower-wage sites of production. According to the Wall

Street Journal, the change in the cost structure in Guangdong and the Pearl River
Delta "is sendingripples around the world" as factory owners invest in "new locations deeper inside China" or turn to "poorer countries with lower wage levels"
such as Vietnam and Bangladesh (Fong and Canaves 2008; see also Bradsher
2008). In her intensive fieldwork at seven major automobile assembly plants,
Zhang (2008) found that although the central government's development plan favored the concentration of automobile production in select cities, auto firms were
establishing production units in new regions in response to both competition
among local governments to attract auto-industry investment and (real or per-

Of course, access to the Chinese market is not threatened by relocation within
China (any more than access to the U.S. market was threatened by the large-scale
relocation of manufacturing from northern to southern states after the Second
World War). Since key Chinese labor legislation is at the national level (rather
than the local level), the main outcome of capital relocation internally may be to
reduce regional inequalities within China by raising incomes in the new sites of
investment, rather than producing a domestic (within China) race to the bottom.
Indeed, one of the automobile companies studied by Lu Zhang with production
bases in an expensive area of China (where workers have a reputation for being
"demanding") set up a new plant in another province with a reputation for
cheaper and more docile workers. Shortly after the new factory opened, these allegedly docile workers carried out a strike to protest line speed, arbitrary management decisions, and the fact that their wages were lower than those of workers at

ceived) differences in the cost and docility oflabor forces located in different areas

the original site of production. 4
Moreover, the thesis that "where capital goes, conflict follows" is receiving

of China.
When strong labor movements emerged in other late industrializers (such as

fresh confirmation in the latest favored site for new investment in search of cheap

Brazil and South Africa in the i97os and i98os), they experienced massive capital
flight and deindustrialization. For example, there were massive layoffs in the industrial suburbs of Sao Paolo (the heart of the Brazilian labor movement) as capital fled to new locations both outside and inside Brazil. One indicator of the impact of these "spatial fixes" on the Brazilian labor movement is the drop in
membership in the metalworkers' union in the suburban Sao Paolo area, from
202,000 in i987 to i50,ooo in i992 and i30,ooo in i996 (Silver 2003= 57).
Is the Brazilian experience the proper analogy for thinking about likely future
dynamics in China? On the one hand, we are already seeing evidence of capital
relocation, even though labor unrest in China has not yet reached the scale or intensity seen during the mid-198os in Brazil. On the other hand, there are good

labor-Vietnam. In the Taiwanese press, we find reports of a "strike explosion"
hitting foreign-owned businesses in Vietnam in 2007 and 2008. "Anxiety" is reportedly growing among "Taiwanese businessmen" (the largest foreign investors
in China) who see the strike situation as getting "worse and worse," with the outcome of strikes strongly favoring the workers (Lianhe News 2008).

Technological Fixes
For more than a century, one of the main responses to strong labor movements
has been to seek out new forms of labor-saving technology to reduce the total
wage bill and reliance on the cooperation of the workforce. Late industrializers
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finally "standardization," the number of actual and potential competitors grows,

place bargaining power, have so far experienced stagnating or declining real

as does the pressure to cut costs.
Up until now, we have argued that the geographical relocation of production

wages (Zhang 2008: 30). By placing ongoing dynamics in the context of the product cycle, we can also understand better the tensions and contradictions involved

does not lead to a straightforward race to the bottom in wages and working condi-

at the automobile firm (mentioned above) that, when faced with resistance by

tions because new working classes are formed and powerful labor movements
tend to emerge in each new favored site of production. However, the product life-

workers with strong workplace bargaining power, decided to abandon just-in-time
production, that is', it was unable or unwilling to find a way to gain the coopera-

cycle theory underscores how each phase of the product cycle takes place in

tion of the labor force in its efforts to implement the most advanced organiza-

an increasingly competitive environment as production disperses geographically
and as the process of production becomes more routinized. In other words, each

tional forms of production.

round of geographical relocation unfolds in a fundamentally different competi-

"contradictions of semiperipheral success." From a developmental standpoint,
this means that successful late industrializers tend to find themselves "running

tive environment. Monopolistic windfall profits-or what Joseph Schumpeter
called "spectacular prizes" -accrue to the innovator (1954: 73). But as we move
through the stages of the product cycle, there is a decline in an activity's

We have conceptualized this dynamic in other late industrializers as the social

fast to stay in the same place" -that is, in "the same place" in the global hierar-

profitability. Moreover, in favoring low-wage sites for new rounds of expansion,

chy of wealth (Silver i990; Arrighi i990; cf. chapter 5). However, it is not at all
clear that this is the best way to understand contemporary Chinese dynamics.

production increasingly takes place in sites where the level of national wealth is

For one thing, it remains an open question whether China will manage to

relatively low. These tendencies, in turn, have important implications for the outcome for major waves oflabor unrest-especially for the kind oflabor-capital ac-

long-term stable U.S. labor-capital-state social contract of the post-World War II

jump up in the global value-added hierarchy, in which case an analogy with the

cord that labor movements can achieve with a degree of durability for the gains

decades may be more relevant than it would seem at first sight. This is a question

secured (Silver 2003: 77-97).
To clarify this point, let's return for a moment to the analogy (or in this case,

that we cannot address here, except to point to the massive investments being

the limits of the analogy) with the U.S. post-New Deal era. The strike wave of

as part of a conscious effort to make the "jump" and capture some of the monop-

the Franklin D. Roosevelt years in the United States culminated in a labor-

oly windfall profits that accrue to activities in the innovation phase of the product

capital-state "social contract" in which employers (especially in mass-production
manufacturing) agreed to recognize unions and to steadily increase wages and

cycle. Yet even if China were able to jump up in the global value-added hierar-

benefits in step with labor productivity increases. In exchange, workers (and their

sustainable and undesirable on ecological and other grounds.

unions) were to channel grievances through established formal procedures and
accept management's right to make decisions about the organization and location

This brings us to the urgent (but as yet unanswerable) question raised by Giovanni Arrighi (2007) in Adam Smith in Beijing: whether China's specific histori-

made by the Chinese central government in the expansion of tertiary education

chy, simple imitation of the wasteful U.S. mass-consumption model would be un-

of production. The state, in turn, was to promote a macroeconomic environment

cal legacy-both the revolutionary legacy of the Mao years and the longer-term

suitable to this exchange, including keeping unemployment levels low. This social contract remained in effect in the United States for several decades after the

historical experience of noncapitalist market development-has left open paths
for social innovation that depart in fundamental ways from twentieth-century

Second World War and was openly ruptured only in the i98os. This relatively

capitalist dynamics.

durable social contract was in important part underwritten by the "monopoly
windfall profits" that accrued to U.S. mass-production employers in the "innova-

WORKERS OF THE WORLD AND CHINA

tion phase" in the mid-twentieth century.
Clearly, the current competitive environment is less hospitable for most man-

If, as we argued in the first part of this chapter, a major shift in the balance of

ufacturing activities. Whereas in the United States, autoworkers were able to

power between labor and capital is taking place in China, what are the implica-

translate their strong workplace bargaining power into several decades of rising

tions for labor and labor movements in other parts of the world? A common storyline in much of the world is that iflabor standards were to improve in China, then

wages and expanding benefits, Chinese autoworkers, with a similar level of work-
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the attractiveness of China as a site for foreign direct investment would decline

lapse scenario. One important place to start is to come to terms with the intimate

dramatically. Global flows of capital would reverse direction, and the problems of

historical link between the rise of the "welfare state" and the "warfare state" in the

labor movements outside of China would be largely solved.

West, that is, between the rise oflabor power and state power (Silver 2003: ch. 4).

There are problems with this storyline. The first problem has been discussed

Notwithstanding the tensions between states and labor created by the neoliberal

above. That is, economies of agglomeration provided by planned industrial dis-

turn, this link has never been truly broken. If we are indeed in the midst of a fun-

tricts and networks, a healthy and educated workforce, and the size of the inter-

damental redistribution of global wealth and power from North to South and

nal market are all strong motivations for investment in China that would remain

from West to East, then a kind of "cultural revolution" in the Global North/West

even iflabor costs rise substantially. If anything, rising real wages will make China

is needed: a cultural struggle in which a more equal world order comes to be seen

even more attractive as a site of investment as the relative global weight of the

as a blessing, rather than a threat to be fought off by any means available.

Chinese market increases further. 6
To be sure, some countries of the Global South may find themselves in a bet-

NOTES

ter position to attract some of the labor-intensive foreign direct investment that
might have previously headed to China-although as suggested above, it is not at
all clear that the path to "development" in the twenty-first century is through a
single-minded pursuit of manufacturing activities in the last stage of the product
cycle. Rather, a more likely path might be through the strategic use of the "windfall profits" in commodity prices in support of longer-term investments in development. For one outcome of the rapid economic expansion of China has been
an overall secular reversal in the terms of trade between primary and secondary
economic activities.
Rising labor costs in China will have a serious impact on workers as consumers
outside of China as the foundations of the low-road neoliberal "social compact"
pioneered by the United States (and exported elsewhere) begin to crumble, For
to the extent that the suppression of real wages in the United States has been socially sustainable, it has been founded on the massive importation of low-cost
consumer items from China as well as on a mushrooming current account d~ficit.
This model is in the midst of crumbling-as "stagflation" alarms are soundedhowever, it is still unclear in late

2008

whether there will be a "soft landing" or a

L To be sure, one must use caution in interpreting these figures. Once we adjust
for China's population of L 3 billion, the official figures are less striking. However, the
sharp upward trend in the number of incidents is still very dramatic (and the official
figures for mass protests are almost certainly an underestimate of the actual number
of events).
2. Interview with firm manager by Lu Zhang, Beijing, January 2008.
3. These concerns are made clear in the opening two paragraphs of the National
Labor Relations Act. For the text of the law, see www.nlrb.gov/about_us/overview/
national_labor_relations_act.aspx, accessed November i2, 2008.
+ Lu Zhang's fieldwork notes, October 2006.
5. Lu Zhang's fieldwork notes, January 2008.
6. A second problem with this storyline, which we will set aside for now, is that it
assumes that the problems of labor movements outside China are to a significant degree attributable to competition ("fair" or "unfair") from China. As Ruth Milkman
(2006) has shown for the United States, the crisis of the U.S. labor movement in manufacturing preceded the rise of competition from China; moreover, sweatshop conditions emerged in service-sector activities not subject to international competitive pressures such as trucking and janitorial services.

socially and politically catastrophic collapse.
While the crumbling of this low-road neoliberal social compact is no doubt a
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